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ABSTRACT
Two of the most widely observed and yet most puzzling features of the Sun’s magnetic field are
coronal loops that are smooth and laminar and prominences/filaments that are strongly sheared.
These two features would seem to be quite unrelated in that the loops are near their minimum-
energy current-free state, whereas filaments are regions of high magnetic stress and intense electric
currents. We argue that, in fact, these two features are inextricably linked in that both are due
to a single process: the injection of magnetic helicity into the corona by photospheric motions and
the subsequent evolution of this helicity by coronal reconnection. In this paper, we present numerical
simulations of the response of a Parker (1972) corona to photospheric driving motions that have varying
degrees of helicity preference. We obtain four main conclusions: 1) in agreement with the helicity
condensation model of Antiochos (2013), the inverse cascade of helicity by magnetic reconnection
results in the formation of prominences/filaments localized about polarity inversion lines (PILs); 2)
this same process removes most structure from the rest of the corona, resulting in smooth and laminar
coronal loops; 3) the amount of remnant tangling in coronal loops is inversely dependent on the net
helicity injected by the driving motions; and 4) the structure of the solar corona depends only on the
helicity preference of the driving motions and not on their detailed time dependence. We discuss the
implications of our results for high-resolution observations of the corona.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A well-known feature of the solar magnetic field is the
observation of filament channels at photospheric polarity
inversion lines (PILs). These magnetic structures, situ-
ated in the upper chromosphere and lower corona, under-
lie and support the cool plasma that comprises promi-
nences and filaments (Martin 1998; Gaizauskas 2000).
Filament channels are regions of highly sheared magnetic
field, containing large amounts of free energy that ulti-
mately is converted into kinetic and thermal energy of
the plasma, as well as nonthermal particle energies when
filament channels erupt and drive coronal mass ejections
(CMEs). The shear inherent in the filament channels
is a form of magnetic helicity, and filament channels
are known as dextral if they have negative helicity and
sinistral if they have positive helicity. Observations indi-
cate that dextral (sinistral) filament channels dominate
in the northern (southern) hemisphere (e.g. Martin et al.
1992; Rust & Kumar 1994; Zirker et al. 1997; Pevtsov
et al. 2003). This hemispheric helicity rule has also
been observed in quiet-Sun magnetic fields (Pevtsov &
Longcope 2001), sigmoids (Rust & Kumar 1996), active-
region magnetic fields (Seehafer 1990), coronal mass ejec-
tions (CMEs), and sunspot whorls (Pevtsov et al. 2014).
The strength of the preference ranges from about 55%
in active-region filaments (Martin 1994), to over 80% in
quiescent filaments (Pevtsov et al. 2003) and does not
seem to change with solar cycle (Hale 1927; Martin 1994;
Hagino & Sakurai 2002).
A second, seemingly unrelated, feature of the solar
magnetic field is the observation of loops in the closed-
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field corona that appear to be near their minimum en-
ergy, current-free state. These loops have been observed
at high resolution in Transition Region and Coronal Ex-
plorer (TRACE) XUV and X-ray images, such as the one
in Figure 1, where they are seen to be very smooth and
laminar, with little to no tangling (Schrijver et al. 1999).
In other words, there appears to be very little magnetic
helicity associated with the topology of these loops. The
picture of the corona that emerges, therefore, is one in
which magnetic helicity manifests itself at specific loca-
tions, namely above PILs, while leaving the rest of the
corona generally smooth and quasi-potential.
Since the corona has very high Lundquist number,
its magnetic helicity is believed to originate by injec-
tion from the photosphere, either by flux emergence or
footpoint motions after emergence, and to be lost to
the heliosphere by flux opening in CMEs and streamer
blowouts. Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) measure-
ments of helicity injection into the coronal field indicate
that shearing and twisting motions by the photosphere
dominate the flux emergence (Liu & Schuck 2012), mean-
ing that the helicity budget of the corona is primarily
due to the jostling of existing flux at the surface, rather
than due to new flux emerging into the corona. Ob-
servations of photospheric convection show that these
footpoint motions are highly complex (Schmieder et al.
2014), with convective cells appearing randomly through-
out the photosphere, and occur over a broad range of
scales, of order minutes for granules and days for super-
granules (Hirzberger et al. 2008). From the standpoint of
helicity injection, however, the important flows are those
that twist the field. Compression of the field caused by
converging flows is not expected to impart any helicity
into the field, so these flows cannot be responsible for
the shear observed in filament channels. The flows that
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twist up the field, in contrast, do inject a net helicity into
the corona. Therefore, we conclude that it is sufficient to
model the helicity injection into the corona with simple
twisting motions as has been done by many authors (e.g.
Wilmot-Smith et al. 2010; Rappazzo et al. 2013). Such
flows have routinely been observed in helioseismic mea-
surements (Duvall & Gizon 2000; Gizon & Duvall 2003;
Komm et al. 2007; Seligman et al. 2014). Vortical flows
on the scale of granules (e.g. Bonet et al. 2008, 2010;
Vargas Domı´nguez et al. 2011, 2015) and supergranules
(Brandt et al. 1988; Attie et al. 2009) have also been
observed.
These considerations make it very challenging to un-
derstand the simultaneous presence in the corona of both
filament channels and coronal loops. Magnetic stress is,
apparently, injected throughout the solar photosphere,
yet is almost nowhere to be found in the corona, except
in filament channels. Antiochos (2013) presented a new
model for the formation of filament channels, magnetic
helicity condensation, based on the well-known inverse
cascade of magnetic helicity in turbulent systems. In
the helicity condensation model, photospheric convection
imparts helicity into the coronal field, and this helicity
is then transported throughout the corona by magnetic
reconnection, which is well-known to conserve helicity
(Woltjer 1958; Taylor 1974, 1986; Berger 1984). Surface
convection imparts the same sense of twist to adjacent
flux tubes, which are then able to undergo component
reconnection at their contact point. This component re-
connection produces a single flux tube with an axial flux
equal to the sum of the two original axial fluxes, but en-
circled by the same twist field present on each of the two
original flux tubes. In this way the helicity, in the form
of twist, inverse-cascades to larger and larger scales. The
PIL forms a natural boundary of the flux system, so that
when the twist reaches this boundary, it cannot proceed
further, since all of the flux has already reconnected. The
end result of this process is a mostly axial (untwisted) in-
ternal field, and a highly sheared (twisted) field at the
PIL, precisely what is observed as a filament channel. At
the same time, the untwisted internal field corresponds to
the laminar coronal loops. In this way, the helicity con-
densation model provides a natural mechanism for the
simultaneous formation of both highly sheared filament
channels and relatively untwisted coronal loops. In this
model, these two seemingly unrelated features of the so-
lar atmosphere are actually created by the same process
(Antiochos 2013).
The helicity condensation model was initially simu-
lated by Zhao et al. (2015), who injected magnetic he-
licity into a plane-parallel Parker corona (Parker 1972).
These authors found that photospheric motions that in-
ject the same helicity everywhere form filament channels
at the PIL. Furthermore, randomizing the photospheric
motions while keeping the same helicity injection rate did
not qualitatively affect the accumulation of twist flux at
the PILs. Zhao et al. (2015) also tested the effect of in-
jecting helicity of opposite signs on adjacent flux tubes,
and found that their fields could not reconnect due to
the twist components being co-aligned.
In subsequent work (Knizhnik et al. 2015, hereafter
KAD15), we rigorously tested the helicity condensation
model. We found that it not only qualitatively produced
results consistent with the properties of filament chan-
nels, but that the inverse cascade of magnetic helicity
due to reconnection produces a twist flux at the PIL
that agrees quantitatively with the predictions of the
helicity condensation model. Based on this result, we
estimated that with the helicity preference observed on
the Sun, filament channels will form in about a day or
so, in agreement with observations of filament channel
formation (Martin 1998; Gaizauskas 2000). We showed
that helicity condensation agreed both qualitatively and
quantitatively with observed properties of filament chan-
nels, and that the process produced relatively untwisted
coronal loops everywhere except at the PIL. These re-
sults, however, were obtained for a 100% helicity rule,
meaning that all of the helicity injected into the corona
was of the same sign. An obvious question to be raised is:
what happens if a fraction of the injected helicity has the
opposite sign? Indeed, this is a more realistic scenario
since, as described above, the corona has a hemispheric
helicity preference, rather than a rule, so that some he-
licity of the non-preferred sign is injected into the corona
at all times.
It is reasonable to expect that injecting helicity of the
opposite sign into the corona would simply slow down
the helicity condensation process. However, this result
is not as straightforward as it may seem. The simula-
tions of Zhao et al. (2015) demonstrated that adjacent
flux tubes have difficulty reconnecting if they are twisted
in opposite senses. As a result, the twist was unable to
inverse-cascade to larger scales, as is required to form
the sheared filament channels and smooth coronal loops.
Even if reconnection between the adjacent flux tubes is
eventually achieved as a result of some instability – such
as ideal kinking – driving the interaction, the twist-flux
cancellation is expected to be far from perfect. Substan-
tial residual twist could remain in what otherwise would
have been smooth, untwisted coronal loops. Therefore,
it is important to test whether sheared filament chan-
nels and smooth coronal loops form when both signs of
magnetic helicity are injected into the corona.
In this paper, we investigate the effect of varying helic-
ity preference on the structure of the closed-field corona.
We performed helicity-conserving numerical simulations
that inject helicity into a plane-parallel Parker corona,
as we did in KAD15. Extending our previous work, the
fraction of helicity of each sign that is injected into the
corona was varied. We report on three cases: 1) 100%
of the injected helicity is positive; 2) 75%/25% of the
injected helicity is positive/negative; and 3) 50%/50% of
the injected helicity is positive/negative. To make the
simulations as realistic as possible, we also randomized
the pattern of helicity injection. We compare the simu-
lations with a fixed pattern of helicity injection to those
with a randomized pattern of helicity injection.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we discuss
the setup and initialization of our numerical simulations.
In §3 we describe how magnetic helicity is injected into
the domain, and how the helicity preference is employed.
In §4 we discuss the results of our simulations, exploring
the formation of filament channels and the smoothness of
coronal loops for various helicity preferences, and com-
pare the simulations with fixed and randomized patterns
of helicity injection. We discuss the implications for un-
derstanding coronal magnetic structure in §5.
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2. NUMERICAL MODEL
The numerical model used in this study was described
previously in KAD15. We solve the equations of magne-
tohydrodynamics (MHD) using the Adaptively Refined
Magnetohydrodynamics Solver (ARMS; DeVore & An-
tiochos 2008) in three Cartesian dimensions. The equa-
tions have the form
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · ρv = 0, (2.1)
∂ρv
∂t
+∇ · (ρvv) = −∇P + 1
4pi
(∇×B)×B, (2.2)
∂T
∂t
+∇ · (Tv) = (2− γ)T∇ · v, (2.3)
∂B
∂t
= ∇× (v×B). (2.4)
Here ρ is mass density, T is temperature, P is thermal
pressure, γ is the ratio of specific heats, v is velocity, B
is magnetic field, and t is time. We close the equations
via the ideal gas equation,
P = ρRT, (2.5)
where R is the gas constant.
ARMS uses finite-volume representations of the vari-
ables to solve the system of equations. Its Flux Cor-
rected Transport algorithms (DeVore 1991) provide min-
imal, though finite, numerical dissipation, which allows
reconnection to occur. As a result, to a very good ap-
proximation, ARMS conserves the magnetic helicity in
the system.
We set up a model coronal field that is initially straight
and uniform between two plates, as shown in Figure 2.
In this model, straight flux tubes represent coronal loops
whose apex is located in the center of the domain and
with the boundaries representing the photosphere. Our
domain size is [0, Lx]× [−Ly, Ly]× [−Lz, Lz], where x is
taken normal to the photosphere (the vertical direction)
and we set Lx = 1, and Ly = Lz = 1.75. At all six
sides, we use zero-gradient conditions, and the four side
walls have open boundary conditions. Closed boundary
conditions are employed at the top and bottom, where
the magnetic field is line tied at the high-β photosphere.
The footpoints of the field lines do not move in response
to magnetic forces, but do respond to imposed boundary
flows to mimic driving at the plasma-dominated photo-
sphere.
As in our previous work, we set the initial, uniform val-
ues in our dimensionless simulations to ρ0 = 1, T0 = 1,
P0 = 0.05, and B0 =
√
4pi. These choices set the gas con-
stant, R = 0.05, the Alfve´n speed, cA0 = B0/
√
4piρ0 = 1,
and the plasma beta, β0 = 8piP0/B
2
0 = 0.1. β  1 cor-
responds to a magnetically dominated plasma, which is
generally true of the corona. The results discussed be-
low will be given in simulation time, which is normalized
to the time required for an Alfve´n wave at unit speed
(cA0 = 1) to travel the distance separating the top and
bottom plates (Lx = 1).
As before, we set up our convective cells in a hexagonal
pattern, with 84 cells on the top and bottom plates. Each
individual cell has the same spatial and temporal profiles
described in KAD15. The angular velocity of each cell is
given by
Ω(r, t) =
{−Ω0g(r)f(t) if r ≤ a0
0 if r > a0
(2.6)
where
g(r) =
(
r
a0
)4
−
(
r
a0
)8
(2.7)
and
f(t) =
1
2
[
1− cos
(
2pit
τ
)]
(2.8)
with Ω0 = 7.5 and r the cylindrical radial coordinate
with respect to the center of the convective cell. The
flow is confined to a circle of radius a0 = 0.125, and the
magnitude of the flow is ramped up and back down over
a period τ = 3.35. As demonstrated in KAD15, this
velocity profile for the convective cells conserves the nor-
mal magnetic field distribution, Bx, on the photospheric
boundaries.
The simulation mesh for this study is specified, as in
KAD15, such that we resolve very finely that part of
the domain where these photospheric flows are imposed
and the coronal magnetic field is influenced by the sur-
face stresses. We use 4×14×14 elemental blocks to span
the simulation domain, each containing 8×8×8 uniform,
cubic grid cells. In the highly resolved portion of our sim-
ulation volume, which included the convective cells, the
lanes between them, the untwisted region in the interior,
and a buffer region around the outer perimeter of the
pattern, we applied two additional levels of refinement,
such that each rotation was covered by 32 grid points
across its diameter. Closer to the side walls, the grid
was allowed to coarsen by two levels, such that the grid
spacing near the walls was a factor of four larger than
in the interior. With this grid distribution, the ratio of
the smallest grid spacing to the height of the box was
about 0.001, resulting in a magnetic Reynolds number
Rm ∼ 103.
The key difference from our previous work, described
in detail below, is that the sense of rotation of each cell,
as well as the angular orientation of the entire pattern
of cells, is changed randomly during the course of the
simulations. The top plate mirrors the bottom plate at
all times. These variations are meant to model more
faithfully the random nature of the Sun’s surface con-
vection. Below, we describe how the relative fraction of
cells rotating in the opposite sense affects the amount of
magnetic helicity injected into our simulations.
3. MAGNETIC HELICITY INJECTION
Magnetic helicity is a topological quantity describing
linkages in the magnetic field, such as twist, shear, and
writhe. In a volume V bounded by a surface S, which
need not be a magnetic flux surface, the relative magnetic
helicity is given by (Finn & Antonsen 1985)
H =
∫
V
(
A+AP
)
·
(
B−BP
)
dV . (3.1)
Here B = ∇×A is the magnetic field in the volume V ,
generated by the vector potential A, and BP = ∇×AP
is a current-free field (∇×BP = 0) satisfying BP · nˆ|S =
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B · nˆ|S . The rate of change of the helicity in Equation
(3.1) is given in ideal MHD by
dH
dt
= 2
∮
S
[(
AP · v
)
B−
(
AP ·B
)
v
]
· dS. (3.2)
The first term represents the effects of motions on the
boundary with velocity v, while the second term rep-
resents the emergence or submergence of magnetic field
through the boundary. As a result, the magnetic helic-
ity in our simulation changes only due to motions on or
through the boundary. In highly conducting (Rm  1)
plasmas, such as the corona, magnetic helicity is con-
served even in the presence of a small localized resistivity
that enables magnetic reconnection (Woltjer 1958; Tay-
lor 1974, 1986; Berger 1984). Since no new flux is being
injected at our top and bottom boundaries, and the side
boundaries are sufficiently far away that no flux leaves
the system, the rate of change of magnetic helicity in our
simulation reduces to
dH
dt
= 2
∮
S
(
AP · v
)
B · dS. (3.3)
The magnetic helicity H0 injected into a single flux tube
(i.e. one top/bottom pair of rotation cells) over one cycle
is obtained by integrating Equation 3.3 from t = 0 to t =
τ , employing Equations 2.6–2.8 and the vector potential
for the uniform, current-free initial field,
AP =
B0
2
(
yzˆ− zyˆ
)
. (3.4)
If the sense of rotation is clockwise, the resulting pos-
itive helicity injected is
H0 = 2× 10−2. (3.5)
Trivially, the net helicity HΣ injected into N such flux
tubes all twisted in the clockwise sense, as in KAD15, is
HΣ = NH0. (3.6)
In this paper, we generalize to cases in which N+/N−
cells rotate clockwise/counter-clockwise and inject pos-
itive/negative helicity, with N+ + N− = N . The net
helicity injected into the corona then becomes
HΣ = (N+ −N−)H0. (3.7)
The case studied in KAD15 has N+ = N and N− = 0,
so Equation (3.7) reduces to Equation (3.6). If, on the
other hand, N+ = N−, equal numbers of cells rotate in
each sense and the net injected helicity vanishes, HΣ = 0.
In our simulations described below, we allowed N+ and
N− to vary from cycle to cycle. The net helicity injected
into the corona after M cycles therefore is
HΣ =
M∑
i=1
(N+,i −N−,i)H0, (3.8)
where N+,i/N−,i is the number of cells that rotate
clockwise/counter-clockwise during cycle i.
In each simulation, we assign a probability k that any
individual top/bottom pair of cells injects positive helic-
ity and 1−k that the pair injects negative helicity. A ran-
dom number κj ∈ [0, 1] is generated for each pair of cells
j ∈ [1, N ] during each cycle, and κj is compared with
k to determine whether the sense of rotation is clock-
wise or counter-clockwise over that cycle. The helicity
Hj injected by the jth pair of cells is
Hj = H0 ×
{
+1 if κj ≤ k;
−1 if κj > k. (3.9)
On average, the expectation is that during each cycle, a
fraction 2k − 1 of the maximum positive helicity NH0
will be injected into the corona,
〈HΣ〉 = (2k − 1)NH0 = fNH0. (3.10)
Throughout the paper, we will refer to k as the helicity
preference of each simulation, and to f = 2k − 1 as the
net fractional helicity associated with k.
For this paper, the cases k = 0.75 and k = 0.5 were
simulated to complement the k = 1 case previously pre-
sented in KAD15. For reference, the expectation values
of the net helicity injected per cycle are
〈HΣ〉 = fNH0 = NH0 ×

1.0 if k = 1.0;
0.5 if k = 0.75;
0.0 if k = 0.5.
(3.11)
Below, we use the precise number of cells injecting each
sign of helicity during each cycle to evaluate HΣ in Equa-
tion (3.8). That prediction is compared to the instanta-
neous value H(t) calculated directly from the Finn & An-
tonsen (1985) volume integral for the relative magnetic
helicity in the simulation, as described in KAD15.
The helicity preference k introduces one aspect of ran-
domness into our simulations through the assignment
of a clockwise/counter-clockwise sense of rotation (and
positive/negative helicity) to each pair of rotation cells
during each cycle of rotation. In order to emulate the
stochastically shifting spatial pattern of convection on
the solar surface and investigate its effect on coronal
structure, we also introduce a second aspect of random-
ness into a separate set of simulations. After each cy-
cle of rotations, we displace the entire hexagonal cellular
pattern shown in Figure 2 by a randomly chosen angle
θ ∈ [0◦, 60◦] about its central vertical axis (y, z) = (0, 0).
For simplicity, the same angular displacement is ap-
plied to both the top and bottom plates, so that the
top/bottom pairs of rotation cells remain aligned as be-
fore. Now, however, the random displacement means
that the rotation cells will, in general, encompass parts
of multiple neighboring flux tubes that were twisted dur-
ing the previous cycle of rotations. The ensuing cycle
therefore introduces braiding, as well as twisting, into
the coronal magnetic field between the plates. As we
will show, however, this displacement-induced braiding
has no effect on the rate of helicity accumulation in the
corona, and has only a minor influence on the smooth-
ness of the induced magnetic structure. This result con-
curs with the qualitative conclusions of Zhao et al. (2015)
from a much simpler simulation setup and is analyzed
quantitatively here for the first time.
4. RESULTS
In this section, we first describe the results of our simu-
lations with both fixed and randomized patterns and for
the various helicity preferences. Then, we analyze those
results in the context of filament-channel formation and
the smoothness of coronal loops.
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4.1. Fixed Cellular Pattern
The first set of simulations holds the cellular pattern
fixed in the orientation shown in Figure 2, randomizing
only the sense of rotation of the individual cells as de-
scribed in §2. To compare the k = 0.75 simulation most
consistently with the k = 1.0 case presented in KAD15,
we ran it for twice as many cycles (42 vs. 21). As shown
by Equation (3.8), the expectation value for the net in-
jected helicity is the same (50% of 42 × N vs. 100% of
21×N). The k = 0.5 case, in contrast, accumulates a net
helicity only due to statistical fluctuations away from its
average value of zero. For that case, therefore, we sim-
ply ran the simulation for 21 cycles. All three simulations
then were extended for 5 additional cycles without im-
posing any rotational motions, to allow transients to die
down and the system to relax toward a quasi-equilibrium
final state.
As an example, Figure 3 shows the azimuthal compo-
nent of the velocity on the bottom plate, Vφ(x = 0, y, z),
during the first (left) and second (right) cycles of the
k = 0.75 case. For both the k = 0.75 and k = 0.5 cases,
each individual cell does not necessarily preserve its sense
of rotation from one cycle to the next. The sense of rota-
tion is assigned randomly at each cycle, as given above in
Equation (3.9). For k = 1.0, all cells rotate in the same
sense in the first and second – indeed, throughout all –
cycles.
Figure 4 shows the analytically expected (solid line)
and numerically calculated (dashed line) helicities for
each simulation. The orange (k = 1.0) curve is the same
as that presented in KAD15. After 21 cycles, the rota-
tion cells have injected H = 36 units of helicity. The
red (k = 0.75) curve shows that approximately the same
H = 36 units are injected over twice the time (cf. Equa-
tion 3.11) for the 75% preference. The blue (k = 0.5)
curve shows, as expected, that almost no net helicity
is accumulated in the simulation with 50% preference
over its first 21 cycles. All of the numerically calculated
curves match very well the analytical values at each cycle,
demonstrating that our simulations conserve helicity to
a very high degree of accuracy. Therefore, the evolution
of the magnetic field in our simulations is due predom-
inantly to convection and reconnection, rather than to
numerical diffusion that would dissipate helicity.
4.2. Randomly Displaced Patterns
The second set of simulations is identical to the first,
except that we also displace the entire hexagonal cellular
pattern through a random angle after each cycle as de-
scribed in §2. In these setups, different flux tubes wrap
around each other, creating a braided field, in addition to
being twisted by the rotation cells. We ran each simula-
tion for the same number of cycles as in the fixed-pattern
cases and for the same values of k.
As an example, Figure 5 shows Vφ(x = 0, y, z) during
the first (left) and second (right) cycles of the k = 0.75
case. Like the corresponding fixed pattern cases, in the
random k = 0.75 and k = 0.5 cases, each individual cell
does not necessarily maintain its sense of rotation. Un-
like the fixed pattern cases, however, the pattern itself
is displaced by a random angle after each cycle. Ex-
cept for the k = 1.0 case, the randomized patterns (Fig.
5) exhibit different distributions of color than the fixed
patterns (Fig. 3). We used different sequences of random
numbers κj to set the clockwise/counter-clockwise sense
of rotation of the individual rotation cells in the two sets
of simulations. The random angular displacements of the
cellular pattern between the first and second cycles are
evident by comparing the left and right columns for each
helicity preference.
Figure 6 shows the analytically expected (solid line)
and numerically calculated (dashed line) helicities for the
various cases. Although the average helicities (Eq. 3.11)
injected into the corona are identical for each value of
k, the precise helicities (Eq. 3.8) actually injected differ
between the fixed and randomized cases due to statis-
tical fluctuations. Thus, the curves in Figures 4 and 6
are slightly different for k 6= 1.0. The orange (k = 1.0)
curve shows that the helicity injected for the 100% pref-
erence is identical for the fixed and randomized patterns,
as expected. The red (k = 0.75) curve shows that the
75% preference injects slightly more helicity in twice the
time. The blue (k = 0.50) curve shows that, as before,
almost no net helicity is injected in this case. In this
randomized-pattern simulation, the residual net helicity
for the 50% preference is small and positive, whereas in
the fixed-pattern simulation, it is negative. In all cases,
we again find excellent agreement between the numeri-
cally calculated and analytically expected helicities.
4.3. Formation of Filament Channels
Figure 7 shows the azimuthal component of the mag-
netic field in the horizontal mid-plane, Bφ(x = 0.5, y, z),
halfway through the first cycle of twist for each simula-
tion. At this early stage, each case exhibits the charac-
teristic hexagonal pattern of rotation cells. For k = 1.0,
every cell injects the same sign of Bφ, so adjacent flux
tubes always have oppositely directed twist fields and are
able to reconnect readily. For the k = 0.75 and k = 0.5
cases, in contrast, adjacent twist fields sometimes are in
the same direction. On average, this is true half the time
in the k = 0.5 case, suppressing reconnection between
adjacent flux tubes whose twist fields are parallel rather
than anti-parallel.
The effect of the helicity preference on the formation
of filament channels can be seen clearly in the final-time
Bφ maps in Figure 8. The k = 1.0 case has accumu-
lated oppositely signed bands of twist flux at the outer
and inner boundaries of the hexagonal pattern, as de-
scribed previously in KAD15. These bands result from
the inverse-cascade of twist flux from small to large scales
due to reconnection, collecting at the boundaries to form
filament channels according to the helicity-condensation
model (Antiochos 2013). The k = 0.75 case has been
run out twice as long in order to accumulate roughly the
same helicity, and it has acquired similar bands of twist
at the outer and inner boundaries of the hexagonal pat-
tern. Thus, despite the one-third (25%/75%) of twist
fields on neighboring flux tubes that are parallel rather
than anti-parallel in this simulation, sufficient reconnec-
tion has occurred to enable the helicity to condense at
the flux-system boundaries here, as well. The shapes
of the filament channels differ slightly in the k = 1.0
and k = 0.75 cases. The contrast is most evident in
the randomized-pattern simulations, where the twist flux
has a very uniform, circular appearance in the k = 1.0
case, while the structure is more ragged, especially at
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the inner boundary, in the k = 0.75 case. At the largest
scales, however, these two cases yield qualitatively iden-
tical outcomes: the twist flux forms two bands of oppo-
site polarity at the boundaries of the hexagonal pattern
of rotations. In the corona, such bands would manifest
themselves as extended, sheared filament channels.
The sharply contrasting k = 0.5 case, on the other
hand, displays a very different final-time appearance. No
long, coherent bands of twist flux have accumulated at
either the outer or inner boundaries of the hexagonal pat-
tern. Instead, there are localized concentrations of twist
flux dispersed across the interior of the pattern, as well
as at its boundaries. Because zero net helicity is injected
into this system, on average, zero net twist flux is avail-
able to be transported by reconnection to the hexagonal
boundaries where it can accumulate. Turning this argu-
ment around, if the net condensed twist flux were finite,
then the net helicity would be finite as well. We demon-
strated this result analytically in KAD15. Consequently,
the helicity-condensation process does not form filament
channels in the case of a 50% helicity preference.
These examples demonstrate that the helicity pref-
erence plays a major role in the organization of the
twist flux and the formation of filament channels. The
k = 0.75 case forms similarly strong, although rather
more structured, bands of twist flux over twice the time
as the k = 1.0 case. As is argued below, the time scale
for filament-channel formation is inversely proportional
to the average net fractional helicity injected, i.e. to f .
This dependence is supported further by the absence of
filament-channel structure in the k = 0.5 case, whose
predicted time scale for channel formation is infinite.
4.4. Accumulation of Twist Flux
The results above demonstrate that there are major
qualitative and quantitative contrasts between the re-
sults for different helicity preferences, but more minor
differences between the fixed and random patterns for a
given helicity preference. We begin the quantitative anal-
ysis of our simulations by calculating the positive twist
flux Φ+tw through the z = 0 plane,
Φ+tw =
∫ Lx
0
dx
∫ Ly
0
dy B+tw(x, y, z = 0), (4.1)
where the corresponding positive twist field B+tw is
B+tw =
1
2
(Bφ + |Bφ|) ≥ 0. (4.2)
The twist flux Φ+tw is plotted in Figure 9 for both the fixed
(solid curves) and random (dashed curves) patterns. All
six simulations exhibit a brief initial phase of ideal evo-
lution, of about one rotation cycle in duration, in which
twist flux is injected into and stored in individual, non-
interacting flux tubes. At this stage, the sense of rota-
tion of adjacent cells is irrelevant to the accumulation of
twist flux. As the twisting continues, however, the flux
tubes expand laterally to compress the volume between
them. This forms and strengthens electric current sheets
between neighboring tubes that have anti-parallel twist
fields. Reconnection between such tubes commences dur-
ing subsequent twist cycles. This process, together with
the randomization of the sense of rotation of individual
cells (for k 6= 1.0) and of the orientation of the cellu-
lar pattern (for the random cases), causes the curves to
deviate increasingly from one another at later times.
The two cases with nonzero net fractional helicities,
k = 1.0 (orange) and k = 0.75 (red), show relatively
small differences between the fixed and random patterns
for fixed k. Over the full duration of the simulations, each
preference accumulates essentially the same twist flux.
The slightly larger values for the k = 0.75 case reflect the
slightly larger magnetic helicities accumulated in those
simulations (Figs. 4 and 6) compared to the k = 1.0 case.
All four of these simulations eventually accumulate twist
flux at a rate per cycle that is in good agreement with the
calculation by KAD15 (their Equation 4.13 and Figure
11),
∆Φtw =
1
2
∆〈HΣ〉
ΦN
=
f
2
H0
Φ0
, (4.3)
where each of the N twisted flux tubes contains Φ0 units
of magnetic flux. The expression in Equation (4.3) as-
sumes that the twist flux Φtw condenses at the outer
boundary of the flux system, which occurs in our simu-
lations with k = 1.0 and k = 0.75. In a spirit similar to
KAD15 (their Equation 4.28), we calculate the filament-
channel formation time τfc over which a critical amount
of twist magnetic flux ∆Φfc accumulates,
τfc =
∆Φfc
∆Φtw
τ0 =
2
f
(
Φ0
H0
τ0
)
∆Φfc, (4.4)
where τ0 is the duration of one twist cycle. Equa-
tions (4.3) and (4.4) quantitatively express the observed
factor-of-two differences in twist-flux accumulation rates
and filament-channel formation times between our k =
1.0 (f = 1.0) and k = 0.75 (f = 0.5) cases. They also
predict how these quantities should change for other he-
licity preferences k.
Our last two simulations, with k = 0.5, have zero net
fractional helicity, f = 0.0. For this case, the predicted
accumulated twist flux ∆Φtw vanishes and the filament-
channel formation time τfc is infinite. We observe in
these simulations (Figure 9) that the fluctuations in the
twist flux are relatively large, and the average amount of
flux saturates after about 10 cycles have elapsed. There-
after, the average seems to be statistically quasi-steady,
increasing or decreasing randomly according to the cycle-
to-cycle variations of the sign of twist in individual ro-
tation cells (in both simulations) and of the orientation
of the cellular pattern (in the random-pattern simula-
tion only). Evidently, these simulations have reached a
roughly steady-state balance between the rates of twist-
flux injection by the twisting motions and extraction via
a combination of untwisting motions and reconnection
between anti-parallel twist fields.
4.5. Smoothness of Coronal Loops
We have seen that, when it is effective, the helicity-
condensation process transports twist via reconnection
to the boundaries of the flux system, where it condenses.
This leaves the interior of the system relatively smooth
and untwisted. The final configuration then corresponds
to a corona with strong shear concentrated at its PILs
and laminar coronal loops in interior regions away from
its PILs. This result can be seen clearly in Figure 8. In
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the k = 1.0 and k = 0.75 cases with nonzero net frac-
tional helicities, at a glance, the interior of each flux sys-
tem seems very smooth, with little twist evident. A care-
ful comparison of the two cases reveals that the annular
region between the filament channels is somewhat more
structured for k = 0.75, with localized, small-amplitude
twists of both signs accumulating in the interior. As
might be anticipated, this structure is somewhat less no-
ticeable for the simulations with randomly displaced pat-
terns compared to their fixed-pattern counterparts.
The appearance of the k = 0.5 is strikingly different
from the k = 1.0 and k = 0.75 cases. For the fixed
pattern especially (bottom row, left column of Figure
8), small-scale, coherent concentrations of twisted field
are present throughout the interior of the hexagonal flow
region. In addition, the magnitude of the accumulated
twist is significantly smaller than in the k = 1.0 and
k = 0.75 cases. This is due to both the random untwist-
ing of previously twisted field lines in successive cycles
and the zero net twist flux that can accumulate globally
and be transported to the flux-system boundaries. The
local twist concentrations that are formed appear and
disappear transiently as the system evolves. Each such
concentration has a lifetime on the order of one rotation
period of the convection cells. Taking the rotation period
to be of order a day, or the lifetime of a typical supergran-
ule, these concentrations of twist should easily survive for
timescales long enough to be detected remotely. The lack
of such observations indicates that the photosphere likely
injects helicity with a significant preference.
To demonstrate the stark difference in the amount of
structure in the different helicity preference cases we plot
in Fig. 10 a set of magnetic field lines from the same set
of fixed points for the fixed-pattern k = 1, k = 0.75, and
k = 0.5 cases. All of the field lines are chosen from the in-
terior of the hexagonal region, which represents the ‘loop’
portion of the corona. The bottom plate represents mag-
netic field magnitude, which shows a structure similar to
that shown in Fig. 8. Although only a sample of field
lines is chosen, they are representative of the field lines in
the rest of the ‘loop’ portion of the corona. The striking
difference in the amount of structure in the corona is im-
mediately evident by comparing the k = 1 and k = 0.75
cases with the k = 0.5 case. In the latter simulation,
field lines are twisted and braided around each other in
a complicated fashion. In the first two cases, although
the field lines are traced from the same points, the field
lines themselves are quite smooth and laminar. There
may appear to be some structure due to field lines pass-
ing behind, or in front of, each other, but there is almost
no significant twisting or braiding around each other. In
fact, the top two figures very closely resemble the ini-
tial, uniform field configuration, and, importantly, the
smooth, laminar structure observed in Fig. 1, albeit
in a plane-parallel geometry. In this sense, the k = 1
and k = 0.75 coronal loops are quasi-potential, while the
k = 0.5 coronal loops clearly deviate quite strongly from
quasi-potentiality. In Fig. 11, a different set of field lines
is plotted for the random-pattern k = 1, k = 0.75 and
k = 0.5 cases. These sample field lines are traced from
the same footpoints in each case, and again demonstrate
the quasi-potentiality of the corona in the former two
cases, and the large amount of structure in the latter
case.
4.6. Fluctuations of Twist Field
To quantify the amount of small-scale structure in
the various cases, we calculated the angle-averaged az-
imuthal magnetic field 〈Bφ(r)〉 and its root mean square
deviation δBφ(r) in the mid plane (x = 0.5). Specifically,
we evaluated (for m = 1, 2)
〈Bmφ (r)〉 =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
Bmφ (x = 0.5, y, z)dφ, (4.5)
δBφ(r) =
√
〈B2φ(r)〉 − 〈Bφ(r)〉2, (4.6)
where r =
√
y2 + z2. A discrete ρ grid, with the same
spacing as the y and z grids, was adopted, and all cell-
center positions (y, z) were grouped into corresponding r
intervals to calculate the integrals in Equation (4.5). Fig-
ure 12 shows δBφ(r) at the end of the random pattern
simulations for each value of k (color-coded). The rms
deviations δBφ(r) shown in Figure 12 all exhibit small-
scale statistical fluctuations. The average amplitude of
the fluctuations is smallest for the 100% helicity prefer-
ence (k = 1.0, orange) and largest for the 50% preference
(k = 0.5, blue), where they are nearly three times as large
compared to the 100% helicity preference. A very similar
trend was seen in the fixed-pattern simulations. As evi-
dent from Figure 11, these localized fluctuations in twist
field for the zero helicity case correspond to field line tan-
gling that would easily be observed if it were present in
the real corona.
4.7. Length of Field Lines
Further insight into the overall magnetic structure of
the corona is gleaned by examining the lengths of field
lines throughout the domain. In Figure 13, we plot the
length of magnetic field lines for the various helicity pref-
erences. Here the differences between the filament chan-
nels and coronal loops is greatest in the k = 1.0 sim-
ulations, where substantially longer field lines reside in
the filament channels. The coronal loops in the interior
are quite short. Indeed, their lengths are very close to
those of the untwisted field lines exterior to the hexagonal
region. The two k = 0.75 simulations, meanwhile, dis-
play a slightly more mixed character in the interior. The
coronal-loop field lines in these cases are slightly longer
than the exterior untwisted field, although not nearly as
long as the filament-channel field lines, which themselves
are somewhat shorter than for k = 1.0.
As we found for several diagnostics described previ-
ously, the k = 0.5 case displays a strikingly different ap-
pearance from those with nonzero net fractional helicities
f . As can be seen in Figure 13 (bottom row), the hexag-
onal region of rotation cells hosts a rather homogeneous
mixture of relatively short field lines, structured at small
scales. This is not dissimilar to the interior of the hexag-
onal region in the k = 0.75 case (middle row). However,
no large-scale organization of the field-line length is ev-
ident, beyond the exclusion of twist from the center of
the domain and the region beyond the perimeter of the
hexagonal region. This is in sharp contrast to the cases
k = 1.0 and 0.75, where much longer field lines accrue at
both the inner and outer boundaries of the flux system.
5. IMPLICATIONS FOR CORONAL STRUCTURE
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The results described in the preceding section have
important implications for the global structure of the
solar corona. Our findings demonstrate that the mag-
netic helicity preference k plays key roles in determining
how the corona is structured and the time scale over
which that structure develops. The contrast is partic-
ularly strong between the cases with 100% (k = 1.0)
and 50% (k = 0.5) preferences and randomly displaced
cellular patterns shown at the top and bottom right, re-
spectively, in Figures 8 and 13. For the 100% preference,
the twist flux condenses into two primary bands with op-
posite senses of twist at the inner and outer boundaries
of the hexagonal region of rotation cells, with very little
twist in the interior. These concentrations and dilution
are reflected in the lengths of the associated magnetic
field lines, which are very long near the two boundaries
but minimally short in the interior. For the 50% prefer-
ence, on the other hand, the twist flux does not condense
into any recognizable global-scale structure, and the field
lines have an essentially homogeneous distribution of in-
termediate lengths. These two cases have the largest and
smallest (in magnitude) net fractional helicities, f = 1.0
and f = 0.0, respectively.
Our intermediate case with 75% preference (k = 0.75,
f = 0.5) exhibits some features of both of the previous
limiting cases but, importantly, qualitatively resembles
more closely the results for the 100% preference. The
bands of condensed twist flux still form, albeit twice as
slowly and with significant intrusions of twisted struc-
tures between them, and the field-line lengths are cor-
respondingly longer at the hexagonal-region boundaries
than in its interior, although with less contrast. Extrap-
olating to other cases with even smaller preferences but
nonzero fractional helicities – say, k = 0.625 and f = 0.25
– we would expect these trends to continue, with a fur-
ther increase in the filament-channel formation time (an-
other doubling for f = 0.25) and in the amount and ho-
mogeneity of small-scale structure in the interior of the
hexagonal region.
Perhaps the clearest example of the effect of helicity
preference on the structure of the closed loop corona is
evident in Figures 10 and 11. The smoothness of the
k = 1 and k = 0.75 coronal loops is manifestly different
than the complexity of the k = 0.5 coronal loops. Obser-
vations of the coronal magnetic field, meanwhile, invari-
ably reveal smooth, laminar loops that closely resemble
those observed in the k = 1 and k = 0.75 cases (cf. Fig-
ure 1), rather than those observed in the k = 0.5 case.
Our simulations indicate, therefore, that the photosphere
must inject a significant net helicity so that structures
such as those seen in the k = 0.5 are not observed.
The simulation setups assumed in this paper are sim-
plified compared to the complex photospheric polarity
structure exhibited by the Sun, illustrated by Figure 1.
Nevertheless, the quasi-random structure that we ob-
tained for a 50% helicity preference, shown in the bottom
panels of Figures 8 and 13, obviously does not resemble
the clean, bimodal structure observed for the corona. In
contrast, our results for both 100% and 75% preferences,
shown in the other panels of those figures, do exhibit the
bimodal characteristics of the corona: concentrations of
twist at PILs in the form of highly nonpotential mag-
netic shear in filament channels, and generally smooth,
quasi-potential fields free of twist away from PILs in ar-
cades of coronal loops. Therefore, a principal conclusion
of our work is that the Sun must inject helicity into the
corona with a significant hemispheric preference, favor-
ing negative helicity forming left-handed structures in the
north, and positive helicity forming right-handed struc-
tures in the south. These preferences are reflected in
the observed statistics of solar filaments, sigmoids, and
sunspot whorls. They also have been detected directly
in the photospheric convection, although that measure-
ment is very challenging, near the limits of observational
resolution.
Our simulation is simplified in another important way
compared to the Sun: there is no source of new, weakly
sheared or unsheared magnetic flux in our domain, nor
is there a sink of the strongly sheared flux condensing in
the filament channels. Flux emergence from below the
photosphere constantly injects fresh magnetic field into
the corona, and coronal mass ejections regularly eject
sheared magnetic field and its entrained magnetic helic-
ity away from the Sun into the heliosphere. The charac-
teristic time scales for these phenomena compete directly
with the filament-channel formation time τfc to establish
a quasi-steady balance among these processes and the
coronal magnetic structure that is observed. Such a cal-
culation is well beyond the scope of this paper, but a first
attack on the problem could be taken using global force-
free modeling of the corona (e.g. Mackay et al. 2014).
We point out that τfc in Equation (4.4) is inversely pro-
portional to the product of the net fractional helicity f
and the angular rotation rate ω0 of the twisting motions
(H0 ∝ ω0τ0; KAD15). If this product fω0 is too small or
too large, then the filament-channel formation time will
be too long or too short compared to the emergence and
ejection time scales, and the model is unlikely to repli-
cate the Sun’s observed appearance. We anticipate that
global modeling of the combined processes could provide
rigorous bounds on the rotation rate ω0, to complement
the narrowly constrained range of values available to the
net fractional helicity, 0.5 < f < 1.0.
Our simulations show that random displacements of
the pattern of photospheric convection have only a sec-
ondary effect on the resulting coronal structure. This
also is evident in Figures 8 and 13 by comparing the
left (fixed-pattern) and right (random-pattern) columns
for each helicity preference. The latter structures are
somewhat smoother than the former, especially at small
scales, but the large-scale organization is no different be-
tween them. This conclusion agrees with that reached
by Zhao et al. (2015), who used a much simpler setup
with far fewer rotation cells. The fundamental reason
that the random convection pattern shows a very similar
coronal end state to that of the fixed pattern is that, as
shown by numerous simulations, magnetic reconnection
is efficient at destroying all higher order topological fea-
tures such as braiding, leaving only the global helicity
(e.g., Wilmot-Smith et al. 2010). Our results are fully in
agreement with this hypothesis.
In summary, this paper presents the first simulations of
the evolution of the coronal magnetic field driven by pho-
tospheric motions with varying helicity preference. Our
results agree well with the helicity condensation model
of Antiochos (2013), which accounts for both the forma-
tion of sheared filament channels adjacent to PILs and
the quasi-potential, smooth character of coronal loops
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away from PILs. By transferring the magnetic twist in-
jected by photospheric motions to ever larger scales, re-
connection concentrates the twist at the boundaries of
flux systems (i.e., at the PILs) while diluting it through-
out their interiors. The remarkable implication of the
model is that the global organization of the magnetic
shear in the solar atmosphere is a direct consequence of
local twisting of the footpoints of coronal flux tubes by
surface convection. Even more remarkable and some-
what counter-intuitive, is our finding that in order for
the hot closed corona – the loops – to exhibit no struc-
ture such as tangling or twisting, then a great deal of
structure needs to be injected! The photospheric driving
motions must have a clear helicity preference, in which
case all the injected structure ends up localized around
PILs. The corona, therefore, is a striking example on
cosmic scales of a strongly self-organized system.
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Figure 1. Coronal loops as observed by TRACE, showing their quasi-potential structure, with little to no tangling. (From Schrijver et al.
1999)
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Figure 2. Setup of the numerical simulations. White lines represent the initial vertical magnetic field; color shading on the to and bottom
plates represents velocity magnitude. To emulate the random photospheric convection in our numerical experiments, the local sense of
rotation (clockwise/counter-clockwise) of individual convective cells shown in this figure can be set randomly, and the global hexagonal
pattern of the cells collectively can be rotated randomly about its center. See text for details.
Figure 3. Vφ on the bottom plate for the fixed-pattern case with k = 0.75 during the first (left) and second (right) cycles.
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Figure 4. Helicity for fixed-pattern simulations. Solid curves are the analytically expected helicity based on the number of convective
cells injecting positive and negative helicity during each cycle; filled circles are the numerically calculated values. The orange, red, and
blue curves represent the k = 1, k = 0.75, and k = 0.5 cases, respectively.
Figure 5. Vφ on the bottom plate for the random-pattern case with k = 0.75 during the first (left) and second (right) cycles.
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Figure 6. Helicity for random-pattern simulations. Solid curves are the analytically expected helicity based on the number of convective
cells injecting positive and negative helicity during each cycle; filled circles are the numerically calculated values. The orange, red, and
blue curves represent the k = 1, k = 0.75, and k = 0.5 cases, respectively.
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Figure 7. Twist field Bφ (color shading) in the mid-plane (x = 0.5) halfway through the first cycle of the fixed-pattern (left) and random-
pattern (right) simulations. From top to bottom are the k = 1, k = 0.75, and k = 0.5 cases, respectively. Red/yellow (blue/teal) represents
clockwise (counter-clockwise) twist.
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Figure 8. Twist field Bφ (color shading) in the mid-plane (x = 0.5) at the end of the fixed-pattern (left) and random-pattern (right)
simulations. From top to bottom are the k = 1, k = 0.75, and k = 0.5 cases, respectively. Red/yellow (blue/teal) represents clockwise
(counter-clockwise) twist.
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Figure 9. Positive twist flux Φ+tw versus cycle through the vertical half-plane z = 0 for the fixed-pattern (solid curves) and random-pattern
(dashed curves) cases with k = 1 (orange), k = 0.75 (red), and k = 0.5 (blue).
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Figure 10. A sample of ‘coronal loop’ field lines (white) plotted at the end of the fixed-pattern k = 1 (top) k = 0.75 (middle) and k = 0.5
(bottom) simulations. The field lines are plotted inside the interior of the hexagonal region on the bottom plate, which shows magnetic
field magnitude (color shading). The initial (potential) field is a uniform straight field.
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Figure 11. A sample of ‘coronal loop’ field lines (white) plotted at the end of the random-pattern k = 1 (top) k = 0.75 (middle) and
k = 0.5 (bottom) simulations. The field lines are plotted inside the interior of the hexagonal region on the bottom plate, which shows
magnetic field magnitude (color shading). The initial (potential) field is a uniform straight field.
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Figure 12. Root mean square deviation of azimuthal magnetic
field δBφ(r) versus radius in the mid-plane (x = 0.5) at the end of
the random-pattern case with k = 1 (orange), k = 0.75 (red), and
k = 0.5 (blue).
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Figure 13. Maps of field line length at the end of the fixed-pattern (left) and random-pattern (right) cases with k = 1 (top row), k = 0.75
(middle row), and k = 0.5 (bottom row).
